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Biology staar test 2015

1The surface of this virus allows the virus to virus - a host cell b is an island located in the south of Iceland infected with a host cell B that controls the consistency of a host cell C. The island was formed by a volcanic eruption and first appeared in 1963. The following table describes the population and diversity of species in Surtsey, which of the following lists
the definitions in the correct order of ecological succession in Surtsey? F I, II, IV, III G III, I, I, II, IV, II, I, III3 Having a standard taxonomic system benefits the scientific community by allowing scientists from all over the world to do which of the following? A There is a common system for the classification of fossil-containing placesB Use a similar system to
classify the effect of removing species from ecosystemsC You had a common understanding in the classification of organismsDiscose how other scientists classify predator-prey relationships4Kromosome painting is the result of technical scientific research known as coloring. Scientists use chromosome painting to mark the locations of genes on human
chromosomes with fluorescent tags. It is also possible to apply this technique to chromosomes of many different species. Which of the following does chromosome painting allow? F Comparison of genomes of different speciesG Sequencing proteins from many typesH Increase in mutations of many typesJ Removal of amino acids from different
species5Health workers are exposed to many different types of pathogenic and pathogenic microorganisms. What body systems work together to protect the body from pathogens? A Muscle and VascusionB Digestive and dischargeC Circulation and immunoD Endocrine and reproduction6 Which of these expressions explains the energy conversion process
involving the best mitochondria? F Energy is necessary for carbon dioxide molecules to form six carbon sugar molecules. G Water molecules and radiant energy are necessary for the realization of anaerobic respiration. H Oxygen molecules release energy in the form of heat during combustion reactions. The energy in the binds of J Glucose molecules is
transferred to the phosphate binds in the ATP.7 Which of these expressions best describes the energy conversion process that occurs in mitochondria? F Energy carbon dioxide molecules are required to form six carbon carbon sugar molecules G Water molecules and radiant energy is necessary for the realization of anaerobic respiration. H Oxygen
molecules release energy in the form of heat during combustion reactions. The energy in the bond of J Glucose molecules is transferred to the phosphate ligaments in the ATP.8 Some organisms have genes that improve their ability to survive and reproduce. If genes also help their offspring survive and reproduce, will it most likely increase? F Frequency of
genes in an individualG Frequency of genes in the populationH The number of genes in a chromosomeJ The number of genes in species9 Overgrowth of the population poses a major problem for coral reefs. Intensive fishing is a contributing factor to the growth of algae because which of the following? A Allows more sunlight to spread to algae, preventing
the spread of pathogens in the colonies of the bodyC Reducing the number of algae-fed organisms Increases competition between different types of algae10Insims are proteins that help increase the rate of chemical reactions inside cells. These proteins consist of much simpler molecules called amino acids. Which of the following shows that the shape of the
enzyme determines the function of the enzyme? F Enzymes are free to a substrate. G Enzymes can work under a wide range of conditions. H Enzymes are activated by neighboring molecules. J Enzymes can be found in all life forms.11 The process represented in the diagram produces a molecule that complements the template strand of DNA. What kind of
molecule is produced? A New DNAB PolypeptideC Messenger RNAD Carbohydrate12 Which of the following accurately explains how the cellular respiratory diagram is different from the photosynthesis diagram? F Cellular respiratory diagram shows electromagnetic waves as the final product. G Cellular respiratory diagram shows glucose as the main
source of energy. H Cellular respiratory diagram shows energy stored in large protein molecules. J Cellular respiratory diagram shows water as the main source of chemical energy.1313 If genotypY is crossed with TTYy with several pea plants, ttyy genodip pea plants, what percentage of the offspring is expected to have a combination of TTYy alleli? A 25%
B 40% C 50% D 75%14 Which of the following is missing from the food web shown above? F ManufacturersG DecomposersH OmnivoresJ Predators15Gen streaming concept is driven from a herd, another herd is suspected and urea. When the cow contributes to the gene pool of the new ending, which of these increases? Natural selectionB Genetic
variationC Environmental conformity Reproductive mutations16 What stage of mitosis division occurs in the cell shown byok? F ProphaseG MetaphaseH AnaphaseJ Telophase17A produces the dog's pituitary gland hormone ACTH, which warns adrenal glands to secrete cortisol. Cortisol helps regulate body weight, mineral balance, structure of connective
tissue, production of white blood cells and skin health. When cortisol levels are low, the pituitary gland releases ACTH. When cortisol levels are high, the pituitary gland stops secreting ACTH. Based on this information, which of the following is most likely A dog cortisol levels? A Undersized adrenal glandsB ACTHC is an extreme inactive pituitary
glandCortizol 18Ok 18Ok 18 Shows an immune response withokia —The bond between F neighboring phosphate and deoxyriboz molecules The hydrogen bond between G introns and strand dNAH in the sense of exons is a codeon and DNA triplet19Nas how is this animal classified? Which of these changes in an ArthropodaB AnnelidaC MolluscaD
Platyhelminthes20DNA triplet3'GCT 5 affects the protein produced? A GTT B TCT C TCC D GCA2221 Which one of the following accurately explains the interaction that occurs between the two body systems of a rabbit that helps the rabbit to get rid of a follow-up? The F Skeleton system releases additional calcium, and the circulatory system holds more
sodium in the blood to provide muscles with ions for contraction. G Increases the digestive rate of the digestive system, and the discharge system stops to provide tissue with more nutrients. H The respiratory system increases respiratory rate and the circulatory system increases blood pressure to provide tissues with more oxygen. J Endocrine system
releases hormones that prepare the immune system to deal with possible injuries.22Proteins and polysaccharins are polymers. These polymers are formed by dehydration synthesis. What expression correctly describes a difference in the structure of proteins and polysaccharins? F Only polysaccharins consist of cytosine, adynine, guanine and timin reused
units. G Only proteins consist of amino acids that are combined with peptide bonds. H Only polysaccharins can be folded and bent into very special shapes. J Only proteins can be large molecules with thousands of sub-units.23 Both euglena andyanobacteria are photosynthetic single-celled organisms found in pool water. What distinguishes Euglena from
siyanobacteria —is the ability of ribosomes to maintain the presence of homeostasisB. Ants help protect bullshorn acacia by attacking insects and grazing animals from close to the plant. Which of the following is an example of the relationship between acacia ant and bullshorn acacia? F CommensalismG MutualismH NeutralismJ Parasite25 Similarities of
organisms in which two numbered areas provide the best evidence of common ancestors between organisms in both locations? Between non-siblings chromatites during parsley, 1 and 2 B 3 and 4 C 5 and 6 D 7 and 826Pass-over heredity are important. Which of the following will this process most likely lead to an increase? F Expression of dominant
propertiesG Number of GametesPoliploidyJ Formation of genetic variations27 Which of these distortions causes excess In the carbon cycle? A Destruction of terrestrial biotaB Increases in marine biota, decrease in the use of fossil fuelsD Thickening of ocean sediments28Arthropods are arthropods arthro-legged animals. Spiders, crabs, pill beetles,
centipedes and centipedes are examples of many species of arthro-hunts. Which of these arthro-eyed people is most closely related? G Arthrobacakes of the same type of same gins f Arthrobacaks are the same type29 How many cellular processes occur in endoplasmic reticulum-bound ribosomes? A Breakdown of waste materialB Conversion of bright
energy into glucoseC Synthesis of new proteinsD Replication ofnucleic acids30 Characteristics such as a widow's peak or connected ear boob are determined by genetic code. What components of DNA are called genetic codes? F Phosphate groupsG Nitrogen basesH Deoxyriboz sugarsJ Hydrogen bonds31 How has this dam most likely affected the
Mediterranean ecosystem? The reduction of nutrients from land supports fewer producers at sea. B The water behind the dam causes the marine ecosystem to move in the interior. C The flooding, which continues from August to November, causes the destruction of marine life. D The water temperature of the sea has increased.32Bitki hormones serve as
chemical messengers between cells and tissues. Auxin is a plant hormone that causes cells on the shady side of a plant to hit elongate. Known by Auxin as the effective response -F geotropismG transpirationH phototropismJ photosynthesis333 Which of these should occur during phase S of the cell cycle so that two girls can be produced during phase M of
cells? DNA must be copied. B Chromosomes should be combined. C Cytoplasm should be divided. Cell D membrane should be expanded.34 After examining thefosil records, scientists today determined that scorpions are much smaller than their extinct ancestors. For example, Jaekelopterus rhenaniae, a giant species of scorpion that lived between 255
million and 460 million years ago, was 2.5 meters long. Which of the following results is supported by this information? The Scorpions that live today have increased their number since they first appeared. The G Scorpions in the fossil record are smaller than their descendants. H Scorpions have changed as a result of natural selection. J Scorpions do not
appear in the fossil record in their original state.35 What level of biological organization is defined in the student table? A BiosphereB OrganelleC EcosystemD Community36 Which of the following best represents an fatty acid molecule?37 Which of the following is placed at the bottom in an energy pyramid for those who make this aquifer cave? A Snails B
Blind shrimp C Protozoa D Texas blind semenders38In cocker spaniels for black coat color alel (B) dominant on allele for a brown coat color (b). If you have a brown Spaniel heterozygic cross with black cocker spaniel, which of the following genotypic proportions can be expected? F 0 BB: 2 Bb: 2 bbG 1 BB: 2 Bb: 1 bbH 2 Bb: 0 Bb: 2 bbJ 2 Bb: 1 Bb: 0 bb39A
harmless red king snake and venomous eastern coral snake, have similar band patterns as shown below. For the red king snake, the adaptation of having a banding pattern, such as an eastern coral snake, is known until imitation china. As a result of this adaptation of the red king snake -A more easily red king snake to make it easier to make the breed with
the other snakeC adapts to the environment that harmonies with the red king snakeD protect the red king snake from predators40A student installs a compost box outdoors. Microorganisms in the trash can turn the student's vegetable and paper remnations into rich fertilizer. Which of the following best describes the role these microorganisms play in their
natural habitat? F Microorganisms help balance producer and consumer numbers. G Microorganisms help prevent nutrients from navigating the ecosystem. H Microorganisms convert solar energy into sugar. J Microorganisms function as autotrophics.41 When cells come out of the cell cycle, they come out during phase G1 and enter phase G, a rest period.
Most normal cells can leave the G0 phase and re-enter the cell cycle in phase G1 before entering phase S. Cancer cells are different because they can't get into the G0 phase, and which of the following is likely to do it? A Fail to Complete S phase I B Mutation G phase C The information shown in the continuous D Die graph after completing the cell cycle
shows that changes in the forest community are caused by changes in the forest community —F tree leaf change after a fire G veraseti J repeated habitat destructionJ reduced species diversity43 How does DNA in cells determine the complex properties of an organism? DNA contains codes for proteins necessary for the growth and functioning of an
organism. B DNA is divided into long single strands that form each part of an organism. C DNA generates the energy an organism needs to grow. D DNA is folded into the nucleus of every cell of an organism.44 It is a micro-nutrient found in the soil. Copper is important for reproductive development in plants and plays an indirect role in the production of
chlorophyll. What is the expression that accurately describes the interaction between the root and shoot systems of plants to ensure reproduction occurs? F Copper is produced at the roots when copper-containing compounds are hydrolyzeed. G Copper, absorbed by the roots, is transported to the reproductive tissues by the banishing system. H The exile
system stores copper for later use by roots and reproductive structures. J After the shooting system is taken, it carries copper to the roots. Stomata on leaves.45 Herpes simplex virus in cold waters causes type 1. A company seeking to develop antiviral drugs will ask a research immunologist for the study -How closely the virus used to infect virus cells B is
the metabolism of the virus cold virus virus 46The iris controls the size and shape of the student. Which eye most likely belongs to the most active animal of the day on white desert sand?47Cre differentiation is important during embryonic development. The process of cell differentiation results in the production of many types of cells, including microbes,
somatics and stem cells. Cell differentiation is most directly regulated —ATPB DNAC lipidsD sugars48In the digestive tract is about 900 cm long. Food is primarily carried by the digestive system —enzymes produced by F bile pancreas amylase and pepsinH muscle contractionsJ hydrochloric acid in the stomach49The can actually have a strain of yeast with
a specific defective gene itself Using the human version of the geeque to repair yeast and humans is evidence -A genetic codeC that share the same food sourcec has both eukaryotic cells in the same genomes 50A competing for resources within the same ecosystem that are native species and non-native species. Which of the following cases are non-
native species more likely to survive than native species? F Both native species and non-native species thrive on the same source of food. G Native species are immune to some pathogens in the ecosystem. H Predators hunt both native and non-native species. J Non-Native species do not have natural enemies in the ecosystem.51 Changes in water
pressure in protection cells cause cells to open or close the stom. This response helps the plant maintain homeostasis — balancing the plant's temperature with the evaporation of water B, which regulates the amount of water the plant loses during transpiration, allows oxygen needed for C photosynthesis to enter the plant, allowing more at night for
photosynthesis To release more carbon dioxide plant52This limbs provide evidence of their common ancestors —F has the same basic structureG perform the same functionH consists of fragments of 53A mutations of the same sizeS of mammals, which of the following are most likely transferred to the gametes of an organism? Siblings of Organism AB
Offspring of organismC Other living organisms that live close byOrganism's myion partner5455Kuzey america-native opossum and Australian-native kangaroo marsupials. In fact both mammals provide evidence of incubating their immature offspring in a pliers - A has similar skeletal structures D that need a large distances range to eat B C belonging to the
same species 56 Some students of a common ancestral lineage are instructed to put a celery stalk of red paint solution for a laboratory activity. First, the students carefully cut the bottom of the handle with a scalpel. Then they put the stem in the container with the solution and put the container on a shelf in the laboratory room. The next day, they check the
handle and observe it. Students note that the color of the leaves at the end of the stem changes from green to red. Students cut along the celery stalk and use a hand lens to see that the small tube openings along the edge of the celery stalk are also red. The section is shown below. How do plant systems work together to enable this fluid movement? F The
roots absorb water and minerals and carry them to the stem, while the stem carries the food produced on the leaves to the roots in small tubes. G Roots fix the plant in the ground and hold root leaves. H Roots absorb their own water and minerals, absorb water and minerals with root leaves. J Roots lose water vapor to the soil and lose water vapor with root
leaves.57 How many rhino species best adapt to feed on the large open pastures of Africa's Serengeti ecosystem? Black rhino B White rhino C Sumatran rhino D Javan rhino58A onset Alzheimer's disease affects people under the age of 65. At least five percent of people diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease have this type. Early onset Alzheimer's disease is
a species (FAD) known as hereditary, faisal Alzheimer's disease in many cases. In what way is this information best supported? F FAD is the result of genetic change in one or more chromosomes. G Natural selection will continue to reduce fad frequency. H FAD only affects the genes of middle-aged people. J Deletion of an amino acid FAD.59, which
discovery challenges the validity of this kladogram? B A algae species C, a large watermed plant that has existed for less than 200 million years, is a species of algae that has existed for less than 380 million years D is a fern fossil more than 425 million years old, a disease that inhibits the blood flow of erosclerosis and therefore oxygen supply to target
organs. An important component of atherosclerosis is the over-reproduction of the straight muscle cells of blood vessels. Some drugs may have the potential to reverse or prevent irregular reproduction of diseased blood vessel cells. Which of these procedures is the most likely target of these drugs? F Cell division G Erythroblast differentiation H DNA
transcription J Cellular respiration61The outerest layer of plant roots in dyscons consists of epidermal cells and protection cells surrounding openings called stomata. Epidermal cells are usually with a waterproof layer that protects against injury and dewatering. Stomata allows gas exchange. Do these two human body systems have similar functions in
epidermal cells and stomata? Skeletal and respiratory B Cardiovascular and skeletal C Integumentary and respiratory D Cardiovascular and integumentary62Carbonhydrates are metabolized more easily than lipids. However, lipids on a gram-to-gram basis provide more cells - F nitrogen G proteins H structure J energy63Lord Howe Island is a volcanic island
in the Tasman Sea about 11 km long and 2.8 km wide. There are two species of palm trees on the island, Howea forsteriana and more abundant Howea belmoreana. These two species do not mat even when they grow very close to each other. What evolutionary process can't happen? Howea forsteriana B Both types of C gene flow are low oxygen fields
that develop on the sea floor between D Mutations in howea belmoreana64Dead regions in a genetic drift of both types of C Gene flow. Scientists believe that phytoplankton flowers cause these dead areas. Phytoplankton flowers consist of excessive nutrients introduced with fertilizer pollution, sewage plants, and burning of fossil fuels. Which of the following
most likely causes an increase in contributor to dead zones? F Precipitation patterns that increase freshwater flow from terrestrial ecosystems G Replacing coal-fired power plants with windmills H Agricultural applications J Efficient water recovery and treatment plants that reduce nitrate and phosphate applications65 Based on student's observations that
which organisms most likely belong to the taxonomic group for bacteria? Organisms A 1 and 2 B Organisms 3 and 4 C Organisms 1 and 4 D Organisms 2 and 366 Depend on the production of synonymous reproductive gametes in the animals. Which of these processes produces gametes in animals? F Mitosis G Fertilization H MeyozJ Binary fission67 What
two human systems work together to continuously provide oxygen to body cells when removing carbon dioxide waste products? A Nerve and endocrine B Musculoskeletal and skeletal C Respiratory and circulatory D Excretory and integumentary68 Some fungi secrete toxic substances for bacteria that compete with them for food. Which of the following
substances have scientists been able to use their knowledge of this ability of fungi to produce? F Yogurt G Fertilizer Plastic J Antibiotics69A person infected with human immunodeficien (HIV) may not have any symptoms for some time During this period, which of the following does the virus affect the body? A Virus produces toxins that weaken immune cells
and prevent them from reproducing. B Virus damages immune cells when using its own machine to produce its own copies. C Virus uses nutrients that resist for immunity for your own cellular respiratory failure. D Virus changes the identity of nucleotides of immune cells to prevent normal functioning of the immune system.70 What is lost to the environment in
each of the trophic levels of this ecosystem? F Nutrients habitat for G Organisms from soil H The sequence of nitrogen bases in food sources J Heat71DNA varies greatly. Which of the following is the order of the bases in the DNA most important? A Instructions for the properties of an organism B Prevention of mutations that occur during DNA replication To
help D DNA molecules form the sugar-phosphate spine, which of the following functions is at the same organizational level as in the human discharge system? F Skeleton G Epithelial tissue H Urinary sac J Squamous cell73, which feature is shared by four cells? A mechanism for converting sunlight into energy B Self-movement C Membrane-bound
organelles estimate that these transport agents are more than 20,000 species of ants consisting of dna74 scientists of genetic material. Their size is 1 mm long and 38 mm long and does not live in most environments. The diet of ants varies from flowers and seeds to liquids from their own larvae. Ants have been able to live in very different environments
because their populations have been successfully possible - hybridization of F insects with other species G habitats and food sources h niche that often fill niche occupied by mammals occupy habitats that are other life forms of J75This process is an example of which of the following? A The role of the endocrine system in increasing the oxygen content of red
blood cells B Control of urine production with parasympathetic nervous system Care of C Homeostase with a feedback mechanism D Homeostase with exercise76 Which of these occurs just before entering the G2 stage of the cell cell cycle? F The nuclear membrane disintegrates. G's copying DNA. H Centrioles form. J Nükleolus divides.77 Which of these
accurately explains the relationships between organisms? An X: mutualismY: assitism Z: commensalismB X: commensalismY: mutualism Z: assitismC X: parasitism Z: mutualismD X: commensalismY: parasitism Z: mutualism Z: mutualism Z: mutualism In the year 7818, Gregor Mendel made numerous hybrid crosses between pea plants. Dihybrid crosses
include the study of heredity patterns related to two different properties. In guinea pigs, alleles for black fur (B) are dominant on alleel for brown fur (b), and for short fur (F) alleles for long fur (f) dominate on alleel. What percentage of bbFf x bbff cross puppies are expected to be heterozygly for both traits? F %0 G 25% H 50% J 100% 79Hythermal vents form
deep in the ocean Iron-rich magma releases openings on the sea floor. These culpers are sprayed with extremely hot water (400°C) mixed with methane and sulfur. Bacteria that thrive in this hostile environment form the basis of a food chain that leads to colonization by tube worms, mussels and many other life forms. When a hydrothermal hole becomes
inactive and cold, a collection of bacteria that experience hot liquid methane and sulfur dies. Which organisms in this ecosystem most likely succeed in the original community? A cold-tolerant bacterium fed by B Giant algae that uses sulfur in photosynthesis C Fish that do not need oxygen for cellular respiration D Ocean mammals tolerate cold and act as the
food chain's top predators80 When a person is suddenly cut off by a sharp object, a nerve nerve is sent along a sensory neuron for the spinal cord. The impulse is transmitted through motor neurons to produce an immediate response. Which of the following describes and describes this response as true? F It is a conditional response that occurs only to
prevent injury. G It is a learned response that does not occur in infants and young children. H It is a reflex response that causes various muscles to contract to get away from the object. J This impulse is a voluntary response initiated after it is made to the relevant field in the brain.81 Which group is directly responsible for the production of new molecules
within an organelle cell? A Ribosome, endoplasmic reticus and Golgi devices B Golgi devices, lyzosomes and plasma membrane C Endoplasmic reticus, plastics and vacuols D Theolu cores, vaseoli and ribosomes82In 1917 biologist Thomas Hunt Morgan has carried out studies where he keeps some balms in the dark and puts some balms under red,
green, blue lights. Exposure to red light produced butterflies with brightly colored wings. Exposure to green light caused dark wings. Exposure to blue light or exposure to light at all caused pale-colored wings. What was the most likely outcome of Morgan's research? F The pigment in butterfly wings absorbs light from the environment. G Henotypic expression
of wing shape depends on color pigmentation in butterflies. H Genes that regulate wing color in butterflies are influenced by environmental factors. J The herrings are healthier than any light or blue light-exposed to red and green light.83Search acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) is a disease caused by a coronavirus. Symptoms such as high fever, headache
and body a pain usually appear 2-7 days after virus infection. SARS is more serious in elderly patients. This information suggests that the reproductive cycle of SARS virus — a lyogenic virus, because the virus is a coronavirus B lytic, because the virus Disease C lisogenic, D litic because the virus primarily affects older people, due to the rapid onset of
symptoms after infection84Insim 2 denatured, which substance will increase levels? F Lactose G Galactose H Gallectose-1-phosphate J Glucose-6-phosphate85 Which of the following can be best determined by examining this carotype? A Presence of additional chromosome B The presence of Homozigothic genode In C Person's genome D Person's
pheipip86, which systems most likely affect and cause the severity of infections to change? F Muscular and skeletal G Immune and endocrine H Excretory and respiratory J Nerve and integumentary87 cellular process known as sodium-potassium pump Jens Christian Skou was discovered by a Danish scientist in the 1950s. This process is a form of active
transport that carries three sodium ions out of the cell for both potassium ions that it carries into the cell. Which of these best explains why energy is needed for active transport? Ions A are negatively charged. B Ions depend on large proteins. C Ions are trapped inside the plasma membrane. D Ions are carried against concentration gradient.88Brezilya nuts
(Bertholletia excelsa) are tall canopy trees that make up a large part of the Amazon rainforest. They produce seeds the size of large grapefruits. Aaouti, a rodent that lives on a floor, has strong enough teeth to open hard seedpods. Agouti eats some seeds of the tree, while at the same time burying caches at various points on the rainforest ground. Why is
Adyshi important for the rainforest ecosystem? F Eats and distributes the seeds of trees. G Eats the seeds of trees and prevents other animals from doing so. H This debris clears the rainforest floor, allowing for easier mobility. J Prevents the seeds of trees from rotting on the rainforest floor.89In what result is the data from this research supported? DNA
information for development was silenced in differentiated cells. B Transplanted DNA functions as the original nuclear DNA of the egg cell. C Dna from skin cells and epithelial cells is not transferred to the writing. D Transplanted DNA mutated during culturing.90 Which of the following lists organisms that are secondary consumers in this food network? F
Mice, rabbits, herbivorous insects and squirrels G Predaceous insects, frogs, spiders and foxesH Spiders, foxes, owls, falcons and snakesJ Insecticil birds, seed-eating birds, owls and hawks91Ne process worked most directly with the transport system to heal the wound? Cellular reproduction B Photosynthesis C Water intake D Carbohydrate
storage92Linna taxonomic system classies organisms in sections called taxa. If the two organisms belong to the same taxonomic group, they are related. Which of these levels has the closest resemblance Kingdom G ClassH OrderJ Gens93Why is this type of mutation depicted? A Substitution B Insertion C Deletion D Frameshift94In Madagascar scientists
have discovered a moth, Xanthopan morganii praedicta, a 30.5 cm hose and feeds, and Darwin's orchid, Angraecum sesquipedale. The orchid has a nectar-producing tube with a length of 27.9 cm. How is an adaptation to the perimeter of moth hose size? F Moth can avoid larger animals. G Moth can dust other flowers. H Moth has little competition to eat. J
Moth has time to feed throughout the day.95 Which of the following should the student add more to help the student nitrate and develop natural bikes of nitrogen in this aquarium? Maps of a Fish B Plants C Nitrobacter D Su96Genom provide DNA sequences of chromosomes. Some scientists compared maps of a hedgehog and a lazy genome. What do these
genome maps allow scientists to determine? F Color patterns of offspring of each species G How different are the size ranges of the two species H The protein synthesis methods used by each species J How the two species are close to each other97Domates plants often have hairy stems. Hairless stems are available for this feature homozygously
redsessive tomato plants. If the root properties are determined by a single gene, what is the expected result of passing two tomato plants, heterozygyte for hairy stems? 75% hairy stem: 25% hairless stem 100% hairless stems C 100% hairless stems D 50% hairless stem: 50% hairless stem9844 Which of the following biomolecules typically contains both
nitrogen and phosphate? F Lipid G Protein H Nucleic acid J Carbohydrate99 What will be the most likely effect of a decline in frog populations caused by mantar infection? A new species of frog will develop, feeding on both fungus and infected frog species. B Plants will no longer grow in the waters of affected ecosystems, and fish species will increase. C
Mushrooms will move on land, and tropical ecosystems do not have reptile and mammal populations. D Algae and mosquito populations will increase, ingring out fish deaths and potential increases in human malaria cases.100At point X, which process is the rate equal to the rate of photosynthesis? F Cellular respiration G Transpiration H Growth J
Reproduction101Telofase is a stage of a cellular process that begins after chromosomes are moved to opposite poles of the cell. During what cellular process does telophase occur? A Translation B Interfaz C Transcription D Mytosis102 Which of the following polypeptides is encoded by mRNA array 5'AUGGUUAAACGACAAUCC3'? F Val, Lys, Phe, Gly, Sir
G Met, Asp, Phe, Ala, Arg H Met, Val, Lys, Arg, Gln, Sir J Ile, Gln, Lys, Asp, Gly, Leu, Ser103Egoers found this pepsin the best tripsin functions in an acid environment and the best tripsin functions in a neutral environment. Based on their observations, what part of the human body does pepsin most likely help digestion? Pancreas B Intestines C Mouth D
Stomach104 What condition is necessary for the original selection to result in a new species? F Unlimited resources G A hereditary variation H A static environment J Long life expectancy105, projected from the surface and in many ways have hair-like cells called trichomes that help plants. In some plants trichomes most likely secrete toxic substances that
perform what function? A Absorb carbon dioxide B Protect against herbivore insects C Reflects light D Reduce water loss from evaporation106 By examining this photo, scientists learned about the mutation of NUkleotide sequences in the nucleotide sequence of DNA, which forms the J double helive structure of DNA that makes up the human genome107
Which was the most likely cause of changes in species diversity in this ecosystem? A major volcanic eruption B A flash flood C A Small hurricane D Locust is a migration108 according to the key, which tree species does the fruit come from? F Fraxinus americana G Fraxinus nigra H Acer platanoides J Acer negundo109Nexed implantation an advantageous
adaptation for European roe deer? Delayed implantation prevents the mother from continuing to reproduce with other males. B Without delayed implantation, females will not be able to carry full-term pregnancy. C Delayed implantation ensures that the female gives birth to more offspring each year. D Without delayed implantation, puppies are born in winter
when food is scarce and the weather is harsh.110Parrotfish has herbivores located on coral reefs. To escape predation, a parrotfish will graze with a rabbit fish with poisonous spines at the end of its pelvic fins. Rabbit fish does not benefit from this relationship. What kind of relationship do parrots and rabbit fish have in a coral reef environment? F
Commensal G Mutualistic H Predator-av J Parasite111 Which is the new peptide chain when the new DNA segment is translated? The populations of this organism vary in the stages of a methionine, leusin, histidine, aspartate, glycine B Methionine, phenylalanine, histidine, aspartame, glycine, aspartane, glycine D Methionine, serine, histidine, aspartate,
glycide112. Which of the following describes the succession phase, which is most likely to have a variety of species? F Newly formed volcanic island G One year h has not been regularly cleared by the mown J A area logging a year h an agricultural area 113114This data suggests what the oil spill has on pink salmon? F Pink It was almost eliminated after
the oil spill. G Pink salmon populations have declined continuously within 10 years of shedding. H Pink salmon populations declined and did not fully recover. J Pink salmon populations seemed minimally affected.115Cells usually respond to DNA damage in three figures: stopping to grow and divide until the damage is repaired, stopping to grow and divide
permanently, or dying. In 2010, a group of scientists reported that a certain type of immune reaction could lead to DNA damage, which could lead to a fourth reaction. DNA damage can shut down genes found in cell signalways. Turning off these genes light can cause many faster sections of less mature cells, often leading to their development -- B tumors C
hemophilia D cardiovascular disease116 Which of these is a characteristic that the student should list in the shaded part of the diagram? A Heterotrophic B Mobile C Prokaryotic D Multicellular117 What is the purpose of this cellular process? F Preserving genetic information for future generations By deleting information generated from the G DNA template,
deleting information generated from the DNA template, transferring information in the DNA sequence for use by cell J118119Organisms can be classified according to the homology, which is common characteristics inherited from a common ancestor. In the past, homologists were based on studies on anatomical structures and embryonic development
patterns. In recent years, the use of molecular biology techniques has allow homologists to be compared at the level of nucleotide sequences. Since all organisms share which of the following, nucleotide sequence comparisons are possible? F DNA bases G Cellular organelles H Division of nuclear chromosomes J Types of proteins required for cellular
functions120 How does the expression describe the body systems directly involved in the described interaction and explain how they perform the interaction? A The nervous system produces hormones that stimulate the ovary, and the circulatory system carries eggs into the uterine tube. B The circulatory system gives oxygen blood to the uterine wall and the
immune system prevents damage to the egg. C The reproductive system produces eggs and the muscular system causes egg migration with peristaltic contractions. D The discharge system pushes the egg out of the ovary and the nervous system causes contractions of the smooth tissues of the uterine wall.121Hiv virion and what is the difference in the
function of the glycoprotein structures of an animal cell? F Glycoprotein structures are used for bonding, and silia is used to move fluids surrounding the cell. G G Glycoprotein structures are used to obtain nutrition, and silia is used to secrete proteins. H Used to provide glycoprotein structures Support for viral envelope and strengthen silia cell membrane. J
Glycoprotein structures are used for defense and silya is used for lokomotion.122Diatoms are one of the most common types of phytoplankton in marine habitats. Like plants, diatoms contain chlorophyll and produce glucose from which of the following? A genome-wide relationship study of O2 and ATP B CO2 and O2 C ATP and H2O D CO2 and H2O D
CO2 and H2O123A covers searching for the genomes of many people to find genetic variations associated with common diseases such as cancer, asthma and diabetes. These studies are possible thanks to computer databases that allow researchers to compare the genomes of people without a specific condition with those of people with this condition. To
perform such tests, researchers need blood samples or cheek g gingies from people. Since it contains blood and cheek cells, it is necessary to take these samples — F plasma and platelets G DNA H is a complete set of essential proteins and amino acids J neutrophils in large numbers 124 When the level of carbon dioxide in the blood is very high, excess
carbon dioxide reacts with water and produces carbonic acid. Carbonic acid causes blood pH to become more acidic. When blood pH becomes very acidic, kemoreseptors in the brain instruct the body to hold and react to blood pH homeostase. Which of these reactions by the body helps eliminate excess carbon dioxide and protect blood pH homeostase? A
Increase body temperature with tremors B Increase glucose levels in the blood C Breathing deeper and often D Reduce heart rate125 What is the most likely benefit of this mechanism for the plant? Protection against mineral loss to the environment B Which part of the 126Modelin represents phase S by becoming less attractive to excessive watering and
protecting against herbivores? F I G II H III J IV127Coracias garrulus is a blue bird with an orange-brown back. The offspring of this bird have an effective defense mechanism. Young birds cover themselves with a fragrant orange liquid when they feel a threat from predators. What two systems alert the young bird to danger and help with the vomit it uses as a



defense? Nerve and digestive systems B Integumentary and muscle systems C Immune and respiratory systems D Discharge and reproductive systems128Cells can produce up to 36-38 adenose triphosphate molecules (ATPs) from the metabolism of a glucose molecule. What cellular process results in this amount of ATP production? F Anaerobic cellular
respiration G Protein synthesis H Aerobic cellular respiration J Photosynthesis129The response represented in the design will most likely cause — a long reduced source of Oxygen B Precipitation C glucose D how is the information for a specific protein transported on the 130DNA molecule at high concentrations of less available water? F As a sequence of
nucleotides G Condensed chromosome H's double-helix ratio of adenines to thymines J Phosphate and sugars as a pattern 131 Which of these organisms is at a trophic level that receives a greater percentage of energy than the percentage taken at the trophic level of bats? A Mountain Lions B C Hawks D Ground squirrel132Fireflies emit light. Light
production by an organism is called bioluminesceance. To produce visible light, cells in the tail of a firefly produce thousands of luciferase enzymes. Luciferase is attached to a chemical called luciferin. Once attached, the luciferase enzyme accelerates a chemical reaction that combines an oxygen molecule and luciferin to produce oxyluciferin. This reaction
requires energy and releases light. Which of the following best explains how the enzyme luciferase accelerates the chemical reaction? F Luciferase increases the time when light is visible. G Luciferase reduces the amount of energy needed to start the reaction. H Luciferase increases the number of sites on luciferin that need to be connected to oxygen. J
Luciferase firefly lowers the temperature of the environment inside the body.133 How many expressions are best supported by this dendrogram information? Small pandas are genetically more similar to giant pandas than raccoons. B Brown bears are genetically more similar to giant pandas than sun bears. C Small pandas are genetically more similar to
raccoons than giant pandas. The D Bear species are all genetically more similar to dogs than giant pandas.134Fas dimples and free ear boob are both considered dominant human traits. What are the expected pheasives of the offspring of a female with dimples and free (DDFf) and a male with dimple-free and attached ear boob (ddff)? F 50% with dimples
and free, 50% with dimples and attached G 50% dimples and free, dimple-free and attached h with 75% dimples and free, and Dimple and attached J 75% dimple and attached with 25% with no dimples and free 25% to 25% 135 Why is it best for scientists to use its name from the standard taxonomic system? A standardized name differentiated mountain
lions and their cous. B The standardized name is less descriptive of the observed animal. C Communication with other scientists about mountain lions will decrease. D All scientists will use a name for mountain lions.136137At birth Himalayan rabbits are usually white on their entire body. But when parts of their bodies reach temperatures below 35°C, it is
produced to turn these parts black. Which of the following is the cause of this phenomenon? A Poor blood blood Blood B Infection is regulated by cold temperatures c gene expression temperature D A property would have common feature to the right of hagfish of both sex-related and hormone-related138All animals would have common characteristic to the
right of hagfish - F fur G claws or nail H lungs I jaws139The differences between the two molecules include the type of sugar that forms part of the molecules and the identity of the four nitrogen bases that make up another part of the molecules. These two molecules - A proteins B lipids C nucleic acids D complex carbohydrates140 How did the seed
distribution method give them a reproductive advantage developed by these plants? Method F allows the offspring to disperse and reduces resource competition. G Method reduces the likelihood of herbivores consuming seeds. H Method prolongs the life cycle of each of these plants. Method J reduces the need for plants for water and other nutrients.141
More than two types of white blood cells can respond to which of the following? A Injury B Heat C Allergens D Bacterial infection142A science class is planning a field trip to a local university with a large pond. Which of the following can be sorted from the smallest to the largest of the biological organization? F Organism, society, population, ecosystem G
Organism, population, society, ecosystem H Population, organism, society, ecosystem J Population, organism, ecosystem, society143 In what terms best explains the role of cell membrane in this model? Cell A membrane is an inexpmeable barrier that prevents water from entering the cell. Cell B membrane causes the soluble to enter the cell, which causes
the cell to shrink. Cell C lets water in and out of the cell. D How best to explain the change pather in cell membrane solutes from the environment.144 How best to explain the change in thefosil records? Mollusks were well adapted to their stable environment. There's been a big, sudden change around them. After the change, mollusks with large shells were
better adapted to the new environment. G Mollusks were well adapted to their stable environment. Mollusks were hybridized with a smaller species of mollusk. With a larger shell, mollusk resulted in a new species. H Mollusks were not well adapted to their surroundings. The length of the shells of mollusks gradually changed over time. Mollusks in the original
population with small shells died over many years. J Mollusks are well adapted to their surroundings. People have introduced a new species of mollusk that does not adapt to this environment. Introduced mollusk native raced more species.145146A students are asked to draw a food web in which the same organism is the primary consumer and is a
secondary consumer. How should the organism be represented in the food network? Organism F should have one arrow pointing to a third-place consumer and another arrow pointing at a debesteci from it. G The organism should have an arrow pointing to a secondary consumer and another arrow pointing at it from the predator at the top. H The organism
must have an arrow from a manufacturer indicating it and another arrow from the primary consumer indicating it. J There should be an arrow pointing to the primary consumer of the organism and another arrow pointing from it to a decomposer.147148Yarasas eat insects that harm crops and mosquitoes with disease vectors. A million bats can eat several
tons of insects every night, saving billions of dollars a year in pesticides. Agriculture and public health scientists are concerned about the spread of white nose syndrome (WNS). WNS is the result of a fungus that can infect cave-living bats. Bats hibernat in winter, while the fungus covers the face and wings of bats. WNS has a mortality rate of about 100%,
and 5.7 million bats have died since the fungus was discovered in 2006. Many scientists are looking for ways to protect these bats. The relationship between these fungi and bats can be best described as - F commensal, because bats provide a surface to grow the fungal G parasite, because fungal bats get competitive food and shelter in H, use caves as
shelters during the winter J mutualistic of both organisms, because the relationship includes two different species living together because this information is best supported by this information about the ancestors of gallotia breed lizards? The common ancestor of lizards first colonized the island of El Hierro. B The ancestors of each species came from
different continents at different times. C The lizard's common ancestor probably came from Africa. D The ancestors of each species evolved in Spain and were also brought to the islands.150 Each of the human body cells has 46 chromosomes in its core. Every gametin produced in the human body - F 12 chromosome G 23 chromosome H 46 chromosome J
92 chromosome 1511 How does an increase in organic matter in the soil and an increase in soil depth affect the plant population in a region? Larger plants become dominant organisms. B Algae replace flowering plants. C Nitrogen fixing bacteria kill young trees. D Herbs become diseased.152 Which of these correctly describes the two cells described in the
table? Cell F 1 is eukaryotic and Cell 2 is prokaryotic. Cell G 1 is prokaryotic and Cell 2 is eukaryotic. H Both Cell 1 and Cell 2 are eukaryotic. J Both Cell 1 and Cell 2 A person has a blood-calcium (Ca2+) level of 8 mg/100 mL of blood, which of the following mechanisms uses the body to maintain blood-calcium homeostase? A The kidneys get more Ca2+
and take vitamin D. B Bones Ca2+ released. C Intestines increase the absorption of Ca2+. D All of the above154In the desert regions of the region, poor drainage can lead to the build-up of salt in water sources. A student conducted a study to study the effects of salinity on germination rates of seeds. The student is placed seeds of various solutions
containing 0% to 3% salt. The length of the rale, which is the root of germination seed, varies between 49 mm in a 0% salt solution and 0 mm in a 3% salt solution. Data from this research shows that increased salinity in more areas can lead to a decrease in which of the following? F Air pollution G Food production H Oceanic evaporation J Non-remodable
resources in the 1551960s molecular biologist George Streisinger developed the strand slip hypothesis. Streisinger noticed that mutations occur in DNA regions. When a strand shift error occurs, an insertion mutation can cause. How does the insertion mutation affect DNA? Nitrogen bases are added. B Nitrogen bases are replaced. C Nitrogen bases are
damaged. D Nitrogen bases are wiped.156 Why is it important to give an infected person an antiviral agent within 48 hours of the appearance of symptoms? F H1N1 virus is dormant in cells. The G H1N1 virus multiplies rapidly. H H1N1 virus does not mutate. The J H1N1 virus is transmitted through a vector host, like a mosquito.157Normal fruit flies are
brownish-yellow bodies, and this body color dominates. A mutation of the gene for body color can produce flies with ebony body color. Homozyglyte is crossed with the normal fruit fly (e+e+) homozygous ebony fruit fly (ee). What is the predicted result of this genetic cross? All the cubs will have ebony bodies. B 75% of the cubs will have brownish-yellow and
25% will have ebony objects. C All offspring will have brownish-yellow bodies. D 75% of offspring will have ebony bodies and 25% will have brownish-yellow bodies.158Science men can bioengineer the skin in a laboratory to treat serious burns and other skin injuries. This bioengineering tissue is grown from living cells. Cellular process that allows cells to
grow and transform into tissue — F conjugation G meyosis H budding J mitosis159 Which of the following best explains the interaction between the reproductive parts of a plant during self-fertilization? A Pollen anther is released and stigma is transferred. It grows with forms and style of a pollen tube. The pollen tube reaches the filament, where the sperm
fertilizes the egg. B Pollen move Ovule and stigma are released with style. Pollen is transferred to the anther, where the sperm fertilizes the egg. C Pollen anther is released and stigma is transferred. It grows with forms and style of a pollen tube. The pollen tube reaches a vule inside the ovary, where sperm fertilizes eggs. D Pollen stigma is released and
anther is transferred. A pollen tube go down the entrée through filament and fuses with the ovule in which the sperm fertilizes the egg.Which two processes are defined with the labels 160 X and Y? F X: Breathing: Predation G X: AdaptationY: Dedring H X: FermentationY: Nitrogen fixation J X: Dedring: Respiratory Breathing
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